
For Manufacturing

Products

Video Security

Centralize video security across factories, 
warehouses and corporate offices.


Ensure safety measures are taken and risks 
are easily identified.


Tested and rated for durability for use in 
high–impact environments.

Verify door–based activity with video 
evidence of who came and went.


Manage access by groups to authorize 
various points of entry.


Schedule doors to lock or unlock based 
on hours of operations.

Access Control Sensors

Monitor environmental conditions to 
protect equipment, goods, and workers.


Add security in areas where cameras can’t, 
such as restrooms and changing areas.


Be alerted of any sudden changes in 
temperature, noise levels, or air quality.



Key Benefits

Gain Operational Insights

Enhance productivity and worker safety with 
access records, video footage and insights for
environmental data.

Monitor From Anywhere

Remotely access doors, cameras and sensors  
without any VPNs or configurations.

No Hidden Costs

US–based technical support, software 
upgrades, unlimited user seats and cloud 
archiving are included in the software license.

Search Filters for Quick Investigations

Use powerful video forensics to filter people, 
vehicles, motion and other attributes.

Share Video for Employee Training

Access, download, and share footage from 
any browser or mobile device in minutes.

Simplify Manufacturing Security
with a Fully Integrated System

Real–Time SMS Alerts

Set proactive alerts to be notified of 
environmental changes or unusual 
activity in critical areas.

With Verkada’s cloud-based security platform, factories and manufacturing facilities are modernizing the way
they manage and access physical security across their sites. Learn how Verkada’s powerful solution makes it 
simple to protect property, ensure quality control, and maximize efficiency from a centralized platform.



For Manufacturing

Built For Your Organization

Customer Testimonials

World Oil Corp.



Verkada allows our IT team the ability
to provide high–quality footage to 
stakeholders and necessary
authorities, while cutting response 
time down from days to minutes."






Dan Dauer

VP of IT

“

Carolina Ingredients



Rather than worry about extra sets of keys
or punch codes, the team gets a single
keycard that gives them the right levels of
access to certain parts of the facility.
Temperature and relative humidity are also
critical to this operation. With sensors, I’m
able to detect irregularities before it
becomes a problem.



Frank McKinney

Chief Operating Officer & Plant Manager

“

IT & Security Professionals

Plug–and–play with a single PoE 
connection—no NVRs, servers or
complex  configurations.


Control costs with predictable TCO and 
industry–leading 10–year warranty.


Set user–based roles across your
organization to ensure proper access.



Factory & Plant Managers

Oversee all sites on one cloud–based 
platform, easily accessible through any
web browser or mobile device. 


Share and receive live links to footage 
for real–time incident response.


Improve production and operational 
efficiency with data–driven insights.

HR & Administrative Professionals

Easy–to–use without time–consuming 
training or onboarding.


Quickly isolate events with advanced 
filters for quick investigations.


Ensure liability protection with onboard 
storage for up to 365 days and unlimited 
cloud–based archiving.

Read more testimonials: verkada.com/customers

Hanover Displays



I’d highly recommend getting started 
with a free trial. There’s no 
investment on your end, other than a 
few minutes to set up the camera. 
The product really speaks for itself.”






Dan Lynch

Network Engineer & IT Administrator

“

Yusen Logistics



Our supervisors each have their own 
set of personalized permissions to 
access cameras for their respective 
areas. If they’re mobile, they’re able 
to view them from their phones.”






Gene Stec

Director of IT, Contract Logistics & Facilities

“

Cerrowire



If you want a security system that does 
everything and is easy to manage, scale, 
and use, Verkada is the way to go. It’s 
been a helpful resource for preventative 
maintenance and employee safety, we 
can reliably review footage of any area 
and quickly assess to correct an issue.”




Jeff Bishop

Network Analyst

“

Barbosa Cabinets



Not only do we see what’s going on at a 
high–level, we’re able to zoom into parts 
of the production line to inspect the 
builds. Our team can do this from virtually
anywhere—it’s really allowed us to 
maintain our high bar for quality.”





Ted Johnson

Systems Administrator

“

Call your local reseller partner to learn more. 


